In multimedia and graphics applications, data samples of nonprimitive type require significant amount of buffer memory. This paper addresses the problem of minimizing the buffer memory requirement for such applications in embedded software synthesis from graphical dataflow programs based on the synchronous dataflow (SDF) model with the given execution order of nodes. We propose a memory minimization technique that separates global memory buffers from local pointer buffers: the global buffers store live data samples and the local buffers store the pointers to the global buffer entries. The proposed algorithm reduces 67% memory for a JPEG encoder, 40% for an H.263 encoder compared with unshared versions, and 22% compared with the previous sharing algorithm for the H.263 encoder. Through extensive buffer sharing optimization, we believe that automatic software synthesis from dataflow program graphs achieves the comparable code quality with the manually optimized code in terms of memory requirement.
INTRODUCTION
Reducing the size of memory is an important objective in embedded system design since an embedded system has tight area and power budgets. Therefore, application designers usually spend significant amount of code development time to optimize the memory requirement.
On the other hand, as system complexity increases and fast design turn-around time becomes important, it attracts more attention to use high-level software design methodology: automatic code generation from block diagram specification. COSSAP [1] , GRAPE [2] , and Ptolemy [3] are wellknown design environments, especially for digital signal processing applications, with automatic code synthesis facility from graphical dataflow programs.
In a hierarchical dataflow program graph, a node, or a block, represents a function that transforms input data streams into output streams. The functionality of an atomic node is described in a high-level language such as C or VHDL. An arc represents a channel that carries streams of data samples from the source node to the destination node. The number of samples produced (or consumed) per node firing is called the output (or the input) sample rate of the node. In case the number of samples consumed or produced on each arc is statically determined and can be any integer, the graph is called a synchronous dataflow graph (SDF) [4] which is widely adopted in aforementioned design environments. We illustrate an example of SDF graph in Figure 1a . Each arc is annotated with the number of samples consumed or produced per node execution. In this paper, we are concerned with memory optimized software synthesis from SDF graphs though the proposed techniques can be easily extended to other SDF extensions.
To generate a code from the given SDF graph, the order of block executions is determined at compile time, which is called "scheduling." Since a dataflow graph specifies only partial orders between blocks, there are usually more than one valid schedule. Figure 1b shows one of many possible scheduling results in a list form, where 2(A) means that block A is executed twice. The schedule will be repeated with the streams of input samples to the application. A code template according to the schedule of Figure 1b is shown in Figure 1c .
When synthesizing software from an SDF graph, a buffer space is allocated to each arc to store the data samples between the source and the destination blocks. The number of allocated buffer entries should be no less than the maximum number of samples accumulated on the arc at runtime. After block A is executed twice, two data samples are produced on each output arc as explicitly depicted in Figure 1d . We define a buffer allocated on each arc as a local buffer that is used for data transfer between two associated blocks. If the data samples are of primitive types, the local buffers store data values and the generated code defines a local buffer with an array of primitive type data. Required memory spaces in the synthesized code consist of code segments and data segments. The latter stores constants and parameters as well as data samples. We regard memory space for data samples as buffer memory, or shortly buffer, in this paper.
There are several classes of applications that deal with nonprimitive data types. The typical data type of an image processing application is a matrix of fixed block size as illustrated in Figure 2 . Graphic applications usually need to deal with structure-type data samples that contain information on vertex coordinates, viewpoints, light sources, and so on. Networked multimedia applications exchange packets of data samples between blocks. In those applications, the buffer requirements are likely to be more significant than others. For example, the code size of H.263 encoder [5] is about 100 K bytes but the buffer size is more than 300 K bytes.
Since the buffer requirement of an SDF graph depends on the execution order of nodes, there have been several approaches [6, 7, 8] to take the buffer size minimization as one of the scheduling objectives. However, they do not consider either buffer sharing possibilities nor nonprimitive data types. Finding out an optimal schedule for minimum buffer requirements considering both is a future research topic. In this paper, instead, we propose a buffer sharing technique for nonprimitive type data samples to minimize the buffer memory requirement assuming that the execution order of nodes is already determined at compile time. Thus, this work is complementary to existent scheduling algorithms to further reduce the buffer requirement. Figure 2 demonstrates a simple example where we can reduce the significant amount of buffer memory by sharing buffers. Without buffer sharing, five local buffers of size 64 (= 8 × 8) are needed. On the other hand, only two buffers are needed if buffer sharing is used so that a, c, and e buffers share buffer A, and b and d buffers share buffer B. Such sharing decision can be made at compile time through lifetime analysis of data samples, which is a well-known compilation technique.
A key difference between the proposed technique and the previous approaches is that we separate the local pointer buffers from global data buffers explicitly in the synthesized code. In Figure 2 , we use five local pointer buffers and two global buffers. This separation provides more memory sharing chances when the number of local buffer entries becomes more than one. If the local buffer size becomes one after buffer optimization, no separation is needed. We examine Figure 3a which illustrates a simplified version of an H.263 encoder algorithm where "ME" node indicates a motion estimation block, "Trans" is a transform coding block which performs DCT and Quantization, and "InvTrans" performs inverse transform coding and image reconstruction. Each sample between nodes is a frame of 176 × 144 byte size which is large enough to ignore local buffer size. The diamond symbol on the arc between ME and InvTrans denotes an initial data sample, which is the previous frame in this example. If we do not separate local buffers from global buffers, then we need three frame buffers as shown in Figure 3b since buffers a and c overlap their lifetimes at ME, a and b at Trans, and b and c at InvTrans. Even though two frames are sufficient for this graph, we cannot share any buffer without separation of local buffers and global buffers. In fact, we can use only two frame buffers if we use separate local pointer buffers. Figure 3c shows the allocation of local buffers and global Figure 3: (a) Simplified H.263 encoder in which a diamond between InvTrans and ME indicates an initial sample delay, (b) and (c) a minimum buffer allocation without and with separation of global buffers and local buffers, respectively. buffers, and the mapping of local buffers to global buffers. The detailed algorithm and code synthesis techniques will be explained in Section 4. It is NP-hard to determine the optimal local buffer, global buffer sizes, and their mappings in general cases where there are feedback structures in the graph topology. The problem becomes harder if we consider buffer sharing among different size data samples. Therefore, we devise a heuristic that focuses on global buffer minimization first and applies an optimal algorithm next to find the minimum local pointer buffer sizes and to map the local pointer buffers to the minimum global buffers. The proposed heuristic results in less than 5% overhead than an optimal solution on average.
In Section 2, we define a new buffer sharing problem for nonprimitive data types, and survey the previous works briefly. The overview of the proposed technique is presented in Section 3. Section 4 explains how to minimize the size of local buffers and their mappings to the minimum global buffers assuming that all data samples have the same size. In Section 5, we extend the technique to the case where data samples have the different sizes. Graphs with initial samples are discussed in Section 6. Finally, we present some experimental results in Section 7, and make conclusions in Section 8.
PROBLEM STATEMENT AND PREVIOUS WORKS
In the proposed technique, global buffers store the live data samples of nonprimitive type while the local pointer buffers store the pointers for the global buffer entries. Since multiple data samples can share the buffer space as long as their lifetimes do not overlap, we should examine the lifetimes of data samples. We denote s(a, k) as the kth stored sample on arc a and TNSE(a) as the total number of samples exchanged during an iteration cycle. Consider an example of Figure 4a with the associated schedule. TNSE(a) becomes 2 and two samples, s(a, 1) and s(a, 2), are produced and consumed on arc a. Arc b has an initial sample s(b, 1) and two more samples, s(b, 2) and s(b, 3), during an iteration cycle.
The lifetimes of data samples are displayed in the sample lifetime chart as shown in Figure 4b , where the horizontal axis indicates the abstract notion of time: each invocation of a node is considered to be one unit of time. The vertical axis indicates the memory size and each rectangle denotes the lifetime interval of a data sample. Note that each sample lifetime defines a single time interval whose start time is the invocation time of the source block and the stop time is the completion time of the destination block. For example, the lifetime interval of sample s(b, 2) is [B1, C1]. We take special care of initial samples. The lifetime of sample s(b, 1) is carried forward from the last iteration cycle while that of sample s(b, 3) is carried forward to the next iteration cycle. We denote the former-type interval as a tail lifetime interval, or shortly a tail interval, and the latter as a head lifetime interval, or a head interval. In fact, sample s(b, 3) at the current iteration cycle becomes s(b, 1) at the next iteration cycle. To distinguish iteration cycles, we use s k (b, 2) to indicate sample s(b, 2) at the kth iteration. Then, in Figure 4 , s 1 (b, 3) is equivalent to s 2 (b, 1).
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And the sample lifetime that spans multiple iteration cycles is defined as a multicycle lifetime. Note that the sample lifetime chart is determined from the schedule.
From the sample lifetime chart, it is obvious that the minimum size of global buffer memory is the maximum of the total memory requirements of live data samples over time. We summarize this fact as the following lemma without proof. Lemma 1. The minimum size of global buffer memory is equal to the maximum total size of live data samples at any instance during an iteration cycle.
We map the sample lifetimes to the global buffers: an example is shown in Figure 4c where g(k) indicates the kth global buffer. In case all data types have the same size, an interval scheduling algorithm can successfully map the sample lifetimes to the minimum size of global buffer memory.
Sample lifetime is distinguished from local buffer lifetime since a local buffer may store multiple samples during an iteration cycle. Consider an example of Figure 4a where the local buffer sizes of arcs a and b are set to be 1 and 2, respectively. We denote B(a, k) as the kth local buffer entry on arc a. Then, the local buffer lifetime chart becomes as drawn in Figure 4d . Buffer B(a, 1) stores two samples, s(a, 1) and s(a, 2), to have multiple lifetime intervals during an iteration cycle. Now, we state the problem this paper aims to solve as follows. Problem 1. Determine LB(g, s(g)) and GB(g, s(g)) in order to minimize the sum of them, where LB(g, s(g)) is the sum of local buffer sizes on all arcs and GB(g, s(g)) is the global buffer size with a given graph g and a given schedule s(g).
Since the simpler problems are NP-hard, this problem is NP-hard, too. Consider a special case when all samples have the same type or the same size. For a given local buffer size, determining the minimum global buffer size is difficult if a local buffer may have multiple lifetime intervals, which is stated in the following theorem. Proof. We will prove this theorem by showing that the graph coloring problem can be reduced to this mapping problem. Consider a graph G(V, E) where V is a vertex set and E is an edge set. A simple example graph is shown in Figure 5a . We associate a new graph G (Figure 5b ) where a pair of nodes are created for each vertex of graph G and connected to the dummy source node S and the dummy sink node K of the graph G . In other words, a vertex in graph G is mapped to a local buffer in graph G . The next step is to map an arc of graph G to a schedule sequence in graph G . For instance, an arc AB in graph G is mapped to a schedule segment (A B A B ) to enforce that two local buffers on arcs A A and B B may not be shared. As we traverse all arcs of graph G, we generate a valid schedule of graph G . Traversing arcs AB and AC in graph G generates a schedule:
From this schedule, we find out that the buffer lifetime on arc A A consists of two intervals. The constraint that two adjacent nodes in G may not have the same color is translated to the constraint that two local buffers may not be shared in G . Therefore, the graph coloring problem for graph G is reduced to the mapping problem for graph G .
The register allocation problem in traditional compilers is to share the memory space for the variables of nonoverlapped lifetimes [9] . If the variable sizes are not uniform, the allocation problem, known as the dynamic storage allocation problem [10, 11] , is NP-complete. In our context, this problem is equivalent to minimize the global buffer memory ignoring the local buffer sizes and mapping problems.
De Greef et al. [12] presented a systematic procedure to share arrays for multimedia applications in a synthesis tool called ATOMIUM. They analyze lifetimes of array variables during a single iteration trace of a C program and do not consider the case where lifetimes span multiple iteration cycles. If the program is retimed, some variables can be live longer than a single iteration cycle. Another extension we make in the proposed approach is that we consider each array element separately for sharing decision when each array element is of nonprimitive type.
Recently, Murthy and Bhattacharyya [13] proposed a scheduling technique for SDF graphs to optimize the local memory size by buffer sharing. Since they assume only primitive type data, their sharing decision considers array variables as a whole. However, their research result is complementary to our work since the schedule reduces the number of live data samples at runtime, which reduces the global memory size in our framework. They compared their research work with Ritz et al.'s [14] whose schedule pattern does not allow nested loop structure. They showed that nested loop structure may significantly reduce the local memory size.
Even though memory sharing techniques have been researched extensively from compiler optimization to high level synthesis, no previous work has been performed, to the authors' knowledge, to solve the problem we are solving in this paper.
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EURASIP Journal on Applied Signal Processing 1: U is a set of sample lifetimes; P is an empty global buffer lifetime chart. 2: While (U is not empty){ 3:
Take out a sample lifetime x with the earliest start time from U.
4:
Find out a global buffer whose lifetime ends earlier than the start time of x.
5:
Priority is given to the buffer that stores samples on the same arc if exists.
6:
If no such global buffer exists in P, create another global buffer.
7:
Map x to the selected global buffer 8: } Figure 6 : Interval scheduling algorithm.
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PROPOSED TECHNIQUE
In this section, we sketch the proposed heuristic for the problem stated in the previous section. Since the size of nonprimitive data type is usually much larger than that of pointer type in multimedia applications of interest, reducing the global buffer size is more important than reducing the local pointer buffers. Therefore, our heuristic consists of two phases: the first phase is to map the sample lifetimes within an iteration cycle into the minimum number of global buffers ignoring local buffer sizes, and the second phase is to determine the minimum local buffer sizes and to map the local buffers to the given global buffers.
Global buffer minimization
Recall that a sample lifetime has a single interval within an iteration cycle. When all samples have the same data size, the interval scheduling algorithm is known to be an optimal algorithm [15] to find the minimum global buffer size. We summarize the interval scheduling algorithm in Figure 6 . Consider an example of Figure 4a whose global buffer lifetime chart is displayed in Figure 4c . After samples s(a, 1), s(b, 1), and s(b, 2) are mapped into three global buffers, s(a, 2) can be mapped to all three buffers. Among the candidate global buffers, we select one that already stores s(a, 1) according to the policy of line 5 of Figure 6 . The reason of this priority selection is to minimize the local buffer sizes, which will be discussed in the next section.
When the data samples have different sizes, this mapping problem becomes NP-hard since a special case can be reduced to 3-partition problem [10] . Therefore, we develop a heuristic, which will be discussed in Section 5.
Local buffer size determination
The global buffer minimization algorithm in the previous phase runs for one iteration cycle while the graph will be executed repeatedly. The next phase is to determine the minimum local buffer sizes that are necessary to store the pointers of data samples mapped to the global buffers. Initially we assign a separate local buffer to each live sample during an iteration cycle. Then, the local buffer size on each arc becomes the total number of live samples within an iteration cycle: each sample occupies a separate local buffer. In Figure 4a , for instance, two local buffers are allocated on arc a while three local buffers on arc b.
What is the optimal local buffer size? The answer depends on when we set the pointer values, or when we bind the local buffers to the global buffers. If binding is performed statically at compile time, we call it static binding. If binding can be changed at runtime, it is called dynamic binding. In general, the dynamic binding can reduce the local buffer size significantly with small runtime overhead of global buffer management.
Dynamic binding strategy
Since we can change the pointer values at runtime in dynamic binding strategy, the local buffer size of an arc can be as small as the maximum number of live samples at any time instance during an iteration cycle. Consider another example of Figure 7a with a given scheduling result and a global buffer lifetime chart as shown in Figure 7c . Since the maximum number of live samples is four, we need at least four local buffers on arc a. Suppose we have the minimum number of local buffers on arc a. Local buffer B(a, 1) stores two samples, s(a, 1) and s(a, 5), which are unfortunately mapped to different global buffers. It means that the pointer value of local buffer B(a, 1) should be set to g (1) at the first invocation of node A but to g (2) at the third invocation, dynamically. We repeat this pointer assignment at every iteration cycle at runtime.
If there are initial samples on an arc, care should be taken to compute the repetition period of pointer assignment. Arc b of Figure 4a has an initial sample and needs only two local buffers since there are at most two live samples at the same time. Unlike the previous example of Figure 7 , the global buffer lifetime chart may not repeat itself at the next iteration cycle. The lifetime patterns of local buffers B(b, 1) and B(b, 2) are interchanged at the next iteration cycle as shown in Figure 8 . In other words, the repetition periods of pointer assignment for arcs with initial samples may span multiple iteration cycles. Section 4 is devoted to computing the repetition period of pointer assignment for the arcs with initial samples.
Suppose an arc a has M local buffers. Since the local buffers are accessed sequentially, each local buffer entry has at most TNSE(a)/M samples and the pointer to sample s(a, k) is stored in B(a, k mod M). After the first phase is completed, we examine the mapping results of the allocated sample in a local buffer to the global buffers at the code generation stage. If the mapping result of the current sample is changed from the previous one, a code segment is inserted automatically to alter the pointer value at the current schedule instance. Note that it incurs both memory overhead of code insertion and time overhead of runtime mapping.
Static binding strategy
If we use static binding, we may not change the pointer values of local buffers at runtime. It means that all allocated samples to a local buffer should be mapped to the same global buffer. For example of Figure 7 , we need six local buffers for static binding: two more buffers than the dynamic binding case since s(a, 1) and s(a, 5) are not mapped to the same global buffer. On the other hand, arc a of Figure 4 needs only one local buffer for static binding since two allocated samples are mapped to the same global buffer. How many buffers do we need for arc b of Figure 4 for static binding?
To answer this question, we extend the global buffer lifetime chart over multiple iteration cycles until the sample lifetime patterns on the arc become periodic. We need to extend the lifetime chart over two iteration cycles as displayed in Figure 8 . Note that the head interval of s 2 (b, 3) is connected to the tail interval of s 3 (b, 1) in the next repetition period. Therefore, four live samples are involved in the repetition period that consists of two iteration cycles. The problem is to find the minimum local buffer size M such that all allocated samples on each local buffer are mapped to the same global buffer. The minimum number is four in this example since s 3 (b, 1) can be placed at the same local buffer as s 1 (b, 1).
How many iteration cycles should be extended is an equivalent problem to computing the repetition period of pointer assignment for dynamic binding case. We refer to the next section for detailed discussion.
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REPETITION PERIOD OF SAMPLE LIFETIME PATTERNS
Initial samples may make the repetition period of the sample lifetime chart longer than a single iteration cycle since their lifetimes may span to multiple cycles. In this section, we show how to compute the repetition period of sample lifetime patterns to determine the periodic pointer assignment for dynamic binding or to determine the minimum size of local buffers for static binding. For simplicity, we assume that all samples have the same size in this section. This assumption will be released in Section 5. First, we compute the iteration length of a sample lifetime. Suppose d initial samples stay alive on an arc and N samples are newly produced for each iteration cycle. Then, N samples on the arc are consumed from the destination node. If d is greater than N, the newly produced samples all live longer than an iteration cycle. Otherwise, N − d newly created samples are consumed during the same iteration cycle while d samples live longer. We summarize this fact in the following lemma.
Lemma 2. If there are d(a) initial samples on an arc a, the lifetime interval of (d(a) mod TNSE(a)) newly created samples on the arc spans d(a)/ TNSE(a) + 1 iteration cycles and that of (TNSE(a)
Let p be the number of iteration cycles in which a sample lifetime interval lies. Figure 9 illustrates two patterns that a sample lifetime interval can have in a global lifetime chart. A sample starts its lifetime at the first iteration cycle with a head interval and ends its lifetime at the pth iteration with a tail interval. Note that the tail interval at the pth iteration also appears at the first iteration cycle. The first pattern, as shown in Figure 9a , occurs when the tail interval is mapped to the same global buffer as the head interval. The interval mapping pattern repeats every p − 1 iteration cycles in this case.
The second pattern appears when the tail interval is mapped to a different global buffer. To compute the repetition period, we have to examine when a new head interval can be placed at the same global buffer. Figure 9 : Illustration of a sample lifetime interval: (a) when the tail interval is mapped to the same global buffer as the head interval, and (b) when the tail interval is mapped to a different global buffer and there is no chained multicycle sample lifetime interval.
Figure 10: Sample lifetime patterns when multicycle lifetimes are chained so that tail interval t i is chained to the lifetime of sample j + 1.
(a) Case 1: t n is chained back to the lifetime of sample 1. The repetition period of sample lifetime patterns becomes 
Proof. Figure 10 illustrates two patterns where chained multicycle lifetime intervals are placed. The horizontal axis indicates the iteration cycles. The lifetime interval of sample 1 starts at k with head interval h 1 and finishes at k + p 1 with tail interval t 1 . Since the lifetime of sample 2 is chained, its head interval h 2 is placed at the same global buffer as t 1 . The lifetime of sample 2 ends k + p 1 + p 2 . If we repeat this process, we can find that the lifetime of sample n ends at k + n i=1 p i . Now, we consider two cases separately. Case 1: when interval t n is chained back to the lifetime of sample 1, the repetition period becomes n i=1 p i as illustrated in Figure 10a . Case 2: when interval t n is chained to no more lifetime, we should prove that sample 1 is mapped to the same global buffer at the next iteration cycle as shown in Figure 10b . Then, the period becomes n i=1 p i + 1. Since the sample lifetime patterns over iteration cycles are permutations of each other, sample 1 should be mapped to among n global buffers assigned to samples 1 through n during previous iterations. As illustrated in Figure 10b , other global buffers are occupied by other samples at k + n i=1 p i + 1 except the global buffer mapped to t n . Therefore, sample 1 is mapped to the same global buffer at the next iteration cycle. Another example graph is shown in Figure 11a , which is identical to the simplified H.263 encoder example of Figure 3 . There is a delay symbol on arc CA with a number inside which indicates that there is an initial sample s(c, 1). Assume that the execution order is ABC. During an iteration cycle, sample s(c, 1) is consumed by A and a new sample s(c, 2) is produced by C as shown in Figure 11b . If we expand the lifetime chart over two iteration cycles, we can notice that head interval s 1 (c, 2) is extended to tail interval s 2 (c, 1) at the second iteration cycle. By interval scheduling, an optimal mapping is found like Figure 11c . By Theorem 2, the mapping patterns of s(c, 1) and s(c, 2) repeat every other iteration cycles since head interval s(c, 2) is not mapped to the same global buffer as tail interval s(c, 1).
Initial samples also affect the lifetime patterns of samples on the other arcs if they are mapped to the same global buffers as the initial samples. In Figure 11c , sample s(b, 1) are mapped to the same global buffer with s(c, 1) while s(a, 1) with s(c, 2). As a result, their lifetime patterns also repeat themselves every other iteration cycles. The summary of repetition periods is displayed in Figure 11d .
Recall that the repetition periods determine the period of pointer update in the generated code with dynamic binding strategy, and the size of local buffers in the generated code with static binding strategy. Figures 11e and 11f show the code segments that highlight the difference.
The dynamic binding scheme allocates a local pointer buffer onto arc AB since the number of samples accumulated on arc AB is no greater than one. Similarly, a local buffer is allocated on arc BC. Figure 12 : (a) An SDF graph with large initial samples, (b) an optimal global buffer lifetime chart, (c) repetition periods of sample lifetime patterns, and (d) generated code with dynamic binding after dividing local buffers on arc AB into two local buffer arrays.
binding. When the size of a local buffer is the same as the number of newly produced samples within an iteration, no buffer index is needed for the buffer in the generated inlined code. The mapped offset of sample s(a, 1) repeats every other cycles as that of s(c, 2) does. The mapped offset of s(b, 1) follows that of s(c, 1). For arc CA, the minimum size of local buffers is one since there is at most a live sample on the arc. But we notice that if we have a local buffer on the arc, we need to update the pointer value of each local buffer at every access since the repetition period is two. Therefore, we allocate two local buffers on arc CA and fix the buffer pointers. Instead, we update the local buffer indices, in A for block A and out C for block C. The decision of the binding scheme is automatically taken care of by the algorithm.
The static binding requires two local pointer buffers for arc AB and BC, respectively, since the mapping patterns of samples on AB repeat every other iteration cycles. The local buffer size for arc CA is two and has the same binding as Figure 11e . Figure 11f represents a generated code with static binding, which additionally requires buffer indices for local buffers on arc AB and BC [16] . Hence, we add additional code of updating buffer indices before and after the associated block's execution. We should consider this overhead to compare the static binding with the dynamic binding strategies. In this example, using the dynamic binding strategy is more advantageous.
We illustrate an example graph which has large initial delays and thus has long repetition period of sample lifetime patterns in Figure 12 . The schedule is assumed to be given as ABCAD. Interestingly enough, samples on the same arc AB have different repetition periods. The mapping patterns repeat every four iteration cycles for samples s (a, 1), s(a, 3) , s(a, 5), and s(a, 7) since each sample spans four iteration cycles and tail interval s(a, 1) is not mapped to the same global Memory-Optimized Software Synthesis from Dataflow Program Graphs with Large Size Data Samples 523 1: Procedure LOES(U is a set of sample lifetimes) { 2:
While(U is not empty) { 4: /* compute feasible offsets of every interval in U with P */ 5: compute lowest offset(U, P); 6: /* 1st step: choose intervals with the smallest feasible offset from U */ 7:
C ←find intervals with lowest offset(U); 8:
/* 2nd step(tie breaking) : interval scheduling */ 9:
select interval x with the earliest arrival time from C; 10:
remove x from U.
11:
P ← P U{x}. 12: } 13:} 4, 3) ). The dynamic binding method, however, allots two local buffer arrays that have four and three buffers, respectively, to arc AB. Hence the dynamic binding method can reduce five local pointer buffers than the static binding. A code template with inlined coding style is displayed in Figure 12d . The local buffer pointer for arc CD follows that of sample s(a, 1).
Up to now, we assume that all samples have the same size. The next two sections will discuss the extension of the proposed scheme to a more general case, where samples of different sizes share the same global buffer space.
BUFFER SHARING FOR DIFFERENT SIZE SAMPLES WITHOUT DELAYS
We are given sample lifetime intervals which are determined from the scheduled execution order of blocks. The optimal assignment problem of local buffer pointers to the global buffers is nothing but to pack the sample lifetime intervals into a single box of global buffer space. Since the horizontal position of each interval is fixed, we have to determine the vertical position, which is called the "vertical offset" or simply "offset." The bottom of the box, or the bottom of the global buffer space has offset 0. The objective function is to minimize the global buffer space. Recall that if all samples have the same size, interval scheduling algorithm gives the optimal result. Unfortunately, however, the optimal assignment problem with intervals of different sizes is known to be NP-hard. The lower bound is evident from the sample lifetime chart; it is the maximum of the total sample sizes live at any time instance during an iteration. We propose a simple but efficient heuristic algorithm. If the graph has no delays (initial samples), we can repeat the assignment every iteration cycle. Graphs with initial samples will be discussed in the next section. The proposed heuristic is called LOES (lowest offset and earliest start time first). As the name implies, it assigns intervals in the increasing order of offsets, and in the increasing order of start times as a tie breaker. At the first step, the algorithm chooses an interval that can be assigned to the smallest offset, among unmapped intervals. If more than one interval is selected, then an interval is chosen which starts no later than others. The earliest start time first policy allows the placement algorithm to produce an optimal result when all samples have the same size since the algorithm is equivalent to the interval scheduling algorithm.
The detailed algorithm is depicted in Figure 13 . In this pseudocode, U indicates a set of unplaced sample lifetime intervals and P a set of placed intervals. At line 5, we compute the feasible offset of each interval in U. Set C contains intervals whose feasible offsets are lowest among unplaced intervals at line 7. We select the interval with the earliest start time in C at line 9 and place it at its feasible offset to remove it from U and add it to P. This process repeats until every interval in U is placed.
Since the LOES algorithm can find intervals with lowest offset in O(n) time and choose the earliest interval among them in O(n), where n is the number of lifetime intervals, it has O(n) time complexity to assign an interval. Therefore the time complexity of the algorithm is O(n 2 ) for n intervals. Figure 14 shows an example graph where the circled number on each arc indicates the sample size. Figure 14b presents a schedule result and the resultant sample lifetime intervals. Figure 15 shows the procedure of the LOES algorithm at work. At first, we select d with the earliest start time first among the intervals that can be mapped to lowest offset 0. Next, f is selected and placed since it is the only interval that can be placed at offset 0. In this example, the LOES algorithm produces an optimal assignment result. With randomly generated graphs, it gives near-optimal results most of the time as shown later.
De Greef et al. proposed a similar heuristic that considers the offset first and sample size next in [12] . their heuristic gives similar performance with randomly generated graphs, it does not guarantee to produce optimal results when all samples have the same size.
BUFFER SHARING FOR DIFFERENT SAMPLE SIZES WITH INITIAL SAMPLE DELAYS
In this section, we discuss the most general case where a graph has initial samples and samples have different sizes. The LOES algorithm is not directly applicable to this case. Figure 16 illustrates the difficulty with a simple example. Figure 16a shows a mapping result after the LOES algorithm is applied to the first iteration period. We assume that "h" and "t " indicate the head interval and the tail interval of the same sample lifetime, respectively. At the second iteration, interval h should be placed as shown in Figure 16b since it is extended from the first cycle. The head interval h prohibits interval x from lying on contiguous memory space at the second iteration. Such splitting is not allowed in the generated code since the code regards each sample as a unit of assignment. To overcome this difficulty, we enforce that multicycle intervals do not share the global buffer space with other intervals with different sample size. Figure 17 displays the main procedure, ASSIGN MAIN, for the proposed technique. We first classify intervals into several groups (lines 2-13 in Figure 17) ; a new group is formed with all intervals of the same size if there is at least one multicycle interval, and is denoted as D(x) where x is the sample size. If there is no multicycle interval, all remaining intervals form the last group R. Consider an example of Figure 18a where sample sizes are indicated as circled numbers on the arcs. The sample lifetimes are displayed in Figure 18b . We make three groups of intervals for this graph. Group D(100) includes all sample intervals associated with arcs b, c, and d while group D(200) includes all intervals associated with arcs a and e. Initially group R is empty in this example.
The next step is to apply the LOES algorithm for each group D(x) since D(x) contains samples of the same size only (lines 14-17). We slightly modify the LOES algorithm so that the algorithm finishes the mapping as soon as all multicycle intervals are mapped: compare line 24 of Figure 17 and line 12 of Figure 13 . The remaining unmapped intervals are moved to group R. In Figure 18c for each x in U{/* classify intervals and sort them */ 4:
if (x is delayed interval) 5:
for each x in R{/* add ordinary intervals into D(x) */ 9:
if(there is a delayed interval whose size is equal to that of x) { 10:
D(size(x)) ← D(size(x)) {x} 11:
R ← R − {x} 12:
for 
into R. Similarly, ordinary interval s(e, 2) and s(a, 1) are moved into R after s(e, 3) is placed for group D(200).
At last we apply the original LOES algorithm to group R (line 19 of Figure 17 ) as shown in Figure 18e . The algorithm locates intervals s(c, 2), s(e, 2), and s(a, 1) in R as shown in Figure 18e . After all intervals are mapped to the global buffers, we move to the next stage of determining the local buffer sizes, which is already discussed in Section 4. Repetition periods for s(c, 1) and s(c, 3) become two since tail interval s(c, 1) spans two iteration cycles and is not mapped to the same global buffer as s(c, 3) is. Repetition periods of s(e, 1), s(e, 2), and s(e, 3) become all two. A generated code with static binding is displayed in Figure 18f. 
EXPERIMENT
In this section, we demonstrate the performance of the proposed technique with three real-life examples and randomly generated graphs.
First, we experimented three real-life applications: a JPEG encoder, an MP3 decoder, and an H.263 encoder. 
s(e, 3)
s(e, 2) for(int i = 0; i < max iteration; performance comparison results in Table 1 . Since the function body of each dataflow node is equivalent in all experiments, only buffer memory requirements are the main item of comparison and the execution times are all similar except for the buffer copy overhead to be discussed below.
A JPEG encoder example represents the first and the simplest class of program graphs in which all nonprimitive data samples have the same size and no initial delay exists. Since the local buffer size of each arc is one in this example, we do not have to separate the local pointer buffer and the global data buffer, which is taken into account in the implementation of the proposed technique. We can reduce the memory requirements to one third as the third and the fourth rows of Table 1 illustrate. The last row indicates the lower bound of global buffer requirements that a given execution sequence of nodes needs. The lower bound is nothing but the maximum total size of data samples live at any instance of time during an execution period. No better result is possible since it is optimal.
An MP3 decoder example is composed of three kinds of different size samples. It represents the second class of graphs that have different size samples but no initial delay sample. In this example, we also do not have to separate local and global buffers because the local buffer size of each arc is one. The proposed algorithm that shares the buffer space between different size samples reduces the memory requirement by 52% compared with any sharing algorithm that shares the buffer space among only equal size samples. The fourth and the fifth rows show the performance difference. The proposed algorithm also achieves the lower bound in this example.
As for an H.263 encoder example, we make two versions: the simplified version as discussed in the first section and the full version. The simplified version is an example of the third class of graphs in which all nonprimitive data samples have the equal size and initial delay samples exist. As discussed earlier, separation of local buffers from global buffers allows us to reduce the buffer space to optimum as the sixth row reveals. The full version of an H.263 encoder example represents the fourth and the most general class of graphs that consist of different size samples and initial samples. The H.263 encoder example include four different size sample sizes and eight initial delay samples on eight different arcs. The proposed technique can reduce the memory requirement by 40% compared with the unshared version. On the other hand, a sharing technique reduces the buffer size only 23% if neither buffer separation nor sharing between different samples is considered. In this sample, we cannot achieve the lower bound but 256 bytes larger buffer space. Note that the lower bound is usually not achievable if different size samples and initial samples are involved in the same graph.
The SDF model has a limitation that it regards a sample of nonprimitive type as a unit of data delivery. In an H.263 encoder example, the SDF model needs an additional block that explicitly divides a frame into 99 macroblocks, paying nonnegligible data copy overhead and extra frame-size buffer space. In a manually written reference code, such data copy is replaced with pointer operation. Table 2 reveals this observation: that even the lower bound of memory requirements of the synthesized code from the SDF model is greater than that of the reference code. Therefore, we apply the proposed technique to an extended SDF model, called cyclo-static dataflow (CSDF) [17] . With the CSDF model, we could remove such data copy overhead. And the proposed buffer sharing technique further reduce the memory requirement by 17% more than the reference code.
In the experiments, we choose the better binding strategy, static or dynamic, for each data samples, considering the buffer memory and the code overhead of index updates. In the H.263 encoder example, static binding is preferred for places where the repetition periods of sample lifetimes span more than one iteration cycle. In this example, the pointer referencing through local buffers incurs runtime overhead, which is about 0.16% compared with the total execution time in the H.263 encoder.
The second set of experiments as shown in Table 3 have been performed to evaluate the proposed LOES heuristic. We compare it with an integer linear programming (ILP) solver, CPLEX (http://www.cplex.com). We randomly generate the sample lifetimes within a first iteration interval, varying the start/end times, sizes, and initial delays. When the number of sample intervals exceeds 20, the ILP solver takes prohibitively long execution times. With small size problems below 20 sample intervals, the overhead of LOES heuristic is less than 1% on the average for 150 experiments. 
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CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a buffer sharing technique for data samples of nonprimitive type to minimize the buffer memory requirements from graphical dataflow programs based on the SDF model or its extension assuming that the execution order of nodes is already determined at compile time.
In order to share more buffers, the proposed technique separates global memory buffers from local pointer buffers: the global buffers store live samples and the local buffers store the pointers to the global buffer entries. The technique minimizes the buffer memory by sharing global buffers for data samples of different size. No previous work is known to us to solve this sharing problem especially for the graphs with initial samples. It also involves three subproblems of mapping local pointer buffers onto the global buffer space, determining the local buffer sizes, and finding the repeating mapping patterns.
We first obtain the minimum size of global buffer spaces assuming that local pointer buffers take negligible amount of buffer space compared with the global buffer space. A LOES algorithm has been developed for buffer sharing between samples of different sizes. The next step was to bind the local pointer buffers to the given global buffers for the graph. We present both dynamic binding and static binding methods and compare them in terms of memory requirements and code overheads. The proposed technique, including automatic code generation and memory optimization, has been implemented in a block diagram design environment called PeaCE. No manual intervention is necessary for the proposed code generation technique in PeaCE.
The experimental results show that the proposed algorithm is useful, especially for the graphs with initial delays. The proposed algorithm that separates local buffers and global buffers reduce more memory by 33% in the simplified H.263 encoder and 22% in the H.263 encoder than the sharing algorithm that does not separate local buffers and global buffers. Through extensive buffer sharing optimizations, automatic software synthesis from a dataflow program graph achieves the comparable code quality with the manually optimized code in terms of memory requirement.
In this paper, we assume that the execution order of blocks is given from the compile-time scheduling. In the future, we will develop an efficient scheduling algorithm which minimizes the memory requirement based on the proposed algorithm.
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Special Issue on
Human-Activity Analysis in Multimedia Data
Call for Papers
Many important applications of multimedia revolve around the detection of humans and the interpretation of human behavior, for example, surveillance and intrusion detection, automatic analysis of sports videos, broadcasts, movies, ambient assisted living applications, video conferencing applications, and so forth. Success in this task requires the integration of various data modalities including video, audio, and associated text, and a host of methods from the field of machine learning. Additionally, the computational efficiency of the resulting algorithms is critical since the amount of data to be processed in videos is typically large and real-time systems are required for practical implementations.
Recently, there have been several special issues on the human detection and human-activity analysis in video. The emphasis has been on the use of video data only. This special issue is concerned with contributions that rely on the use of multimedia information, that is, audio, video, and, if available, the associated text information.
Papers on the following and related topics are solicited:
• Video characterization, classification, and semantic annotation using both audio and video, and text (if available).
• Video indexing and retrieval using multimedia information.
• Segmentation of broadcast and sport videos based on audio and video.
• Detection of speaker turns and speaker clustering in broadcast video.
• Separation of speech and music/jingles in broadcast videos by taking advantage of multimedia information.
• Video conferencing applications taking advantage of both audio and video.
• Human mood detection, and classification of interactivity in duplexed multimedia signals as in conversations.
• Human computer interaction, ubiquitous computing using multimedia.
• Intelligent audio-video surveillance and other security-related applications.
Authors should follow the EURASIP JASP manuscript format described at the journal site bellow http://www.hindawi.com/GetJournal.aspx?journal=ASP. Prospective authors should submit an electronic copy of their complete manuscript through the EURASIP JASP manuscript tracking system at the following site http://www.hindawi.com/mts/, according to the following timetable: 
Special Issue on Signal Processing for Location Estimation and Tracking in Wireless Environments
Call for Papers
In recent years, the proliferation of mobile computing devices and wireless technologies has fostered a growing interest in location-aware systems and services. The availability of location information on objects and human beings is critical in many military and civilian applications such as emergency call services, tracking of valuable assets, monitoring individuals with special needs in assisted living facilities, locationassisted gaming (e.g., Geocaching), etc. Existing positioning systems can be categorized based on whether they are intended for indoor or outdoor applications. Within both of these application areas, there are two major categories of position estimation techniques, as discussed below.
• Geometric techniques-Position is estimated by exploiting time of arrival (TOA), time difference of arrival (TDOA), angle of arrival (AOA) or other information derived from the relationship between the geometry of an array of receivers and the modeled propagation characteristics of the transmitted signal.
• Mapping approaches-Position is estimated based on comparison of local measurements to a "map" of expected distribution of the measured values. For example, in a wireless LAN application, received signal strength (RSS) might be observed either at the location of the client or at a remote reference point. Mapping approaches are also known as location fingerprinting.
Although geometric approaches have the potential to achieve higher precision than mapping approaches, they generally require direct-path signal reception or accurate environmental information at the receiver and often perform poorly in complex multipath environments. On the other hand, estimation accuracy of mapping approaches is limited by both the accuracy of the reference map and the accuracy of observed measurements. Furthermore, frequent and extensive site-survey measurements are often needed to accommodate the time varying nature of wireless channels, structural changes in the environment, and upgrades of wireless infrastructure.
In addition to snapshots of AOA, TOA, TDOA or RSS measurements, motion models or prior knowledge of structural constraints can often be used to enhance location estimation accuracy for mobile objects by "tracking" location estimates over time. Trackers that integrate such information into the computation of location estimates are generally implemented using techniques such as Kalman filters, particle filters, Markov chain Monte Carlo methods, etc.
The purpose of the proposed special issue is to present a comprehensive picture of both the current state of the art and emerging technologies in signal processing for location estimation and tracking in wireless environments. Papers are solicited on all related aspects from the point of view of both theory and practice. Submitted articles must be previously unpublished and not concurrently submitted for publication on other journals.
Topics of interest include (but are not limited to): 
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Track Before Detect Algorithms
Call for Papers
Seamless detection and tracking schemes are able to integrate unthresholded (or below target detection threshold) multiple sensor responses over time to detect and track targets in low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and high clutter scenarios. These schemes, also called "track-before-detect (TBD)" algorithms are especially suitable for tracking weak targets that would only very rarely cross a standard detection threshold as applied at the sensor level.
Thresholding sensor responses result in a loss of information. Keeping this information allows some TBD approaches to deal with the classical data association problem effectively in high clutter and low SNR situations. For example, in detection scenarios with simultaneous activation/illumination from different signal sources this feature allows the application of triangulation techniques, where in the case of contact tracking approaches essential information about weak targets would often be lost because these targets did not produce signals that cross the normal detection threshold. Extending this example to a multi-sensor network scenario, a TBD algorithm that can use unthresholded (or below threshold) data has the potential to show improved performance compared to an algorithm that relies on thresholded data. In low SNR situations, this can substantially increase performance particularly in the case of a dense multi-target scenario.
Naturally, TBD algorithms consume high computational processing power: An efficient realization and coding of the TBD scheme is mandatory.
Another issue that arises when using the TBD scheme is the quality of the sensor model: Practical experience with thresholded data shows that a coarser modelling of the likelihood function might be sufficient and often leads to robust algorithms. How much have these sensor models to be improved in order to allow the TBD algorithms to exploit the information provided with the unthresholded data? TBD algorithms that are well known to the tracking community are the likelihood ratio detection and tracking (LRDT), maximum likelihood probabilistic data association (MLPDA ), maximum likelihood probabilistic multihypothesis tracking (MLPMHT), Houghtransform based methods and dynamic programming techniques; also related are the probability hypothesis density (PHD), the histogram probabilistic multi-hypothesis tracking (H-PMHT) algorithms, and, of course, various particle filter approaches. Some of these algorithms are capable of tracking extended targets and performing signal estimation in multi-sensor measurements.
The aim of this special issue is to focus on recent developments in this expanding research area. The special issue will focus on one hand on the development and comparison of algorithmic approaches, and on the other hand on their currently ever-widening range of applications such as in active or passive surveillance scenarios (e.g. for object tracking and classification with image and video based sensors, or scenarios involving chemical, electromagnetic and acoustic sensors). Special interest lies in multi-sensor data fusion and/or multi-target tracking applications.
Authors should follow the EURASIP Journal on Advances in Signal Processing manuscript format described at the journal site http://www.hindawi.com/journals/asp/. Prospective authors should submit an electronic copy of their complete manuscript through the EURASIP JASP Manuscript Tracking System at http://www.hindawi.com/mts/, according to the following timetable:
EURASIP JOURNAL ON APPLIED SIGNAL PROCESSING
Special Issue on Advanced Signal Processing and Pattern Recognition Methods for Biometrics Call for Papers
Biometric identification has established itself as a very important research area primarily due to the pronounced need for more reliable and secure authentication architectures in several civilian and commercial applications. The recent integration of biometrics in large-scale authentication systems such as border control operations has further underscored the importance of conducting systematic research in biometrics. Despite the tremendous progress made over the past few years, biometric systems still have to reckon with a number of problems, which illustrate the importance of developing new biometric processing algorithms as well as the consideration of novel data acquisition techniques. Undoubtedly, the simultaneous use of several biometrics would improve the accuracy of an identification system. For example the use of palmprints can boost the performance of hand geometry systems. Therefore, the development of biometric fusion schemes is an important area of study. Topics related to the correlation between biometric traits, diversity measures for comparing multiple algorithms, incorporation of multiple quality measures, and so forth need to be studied in more detail in the context of multibiometrics systems. Issues related to the individuality of traits and the scalability of biometric systems also require further research. The possibility of using biometric information to generate cryptographic keys is also an emerging area of study. Thus, there is a definite need for advanced signal processing, computer vision, and pattern recognition techniques to bring the current biometric systems to maturity and allow for their large-scale deployment.
This special issue aims to focus on emerging biometric technologies and comprehensively cover their system, processing, and application aspects. Submitted articles must not have been previously published and must not be currently submitted for publication elsewhere. Topics of interest include, but are not limited to, the following:
• 
Call for Papers
Data converters (ADCs and DACs) ultimately limit the performance of today's communication systems. New concepts for high-speed, high-resolution, and power-aware converters are therefore required, which also lead to an increased demand for high-speed and high-resolution sampling systems in the measurement industry. Present converter technologies operate on their limits, since the downscaling of IC technologies to deep submicron technologies makes their design increasingly difficult. Fortunately, downscaling of IC technologies allows for using additional chip area for digital signal processing algorithms with hardly any additional costs. Therefore, one can use more elaborate signal processing algorithms to improve the conversion quality, to realize new converter architectures and technologies, or to relax the requirements on the analog design. Pipelined ADCs constitute just one example of converter technology where signal processing algorithms are already extensively used. However, time-interleaved converters and their generalizations, including hybrid filter bank-based converters and parallel sigma-delta-based converters, are the next candidates for digitally enhanced converter technologies, where advanced signal processing is essential. Accurate models constitute one foundation of digital corrected data converters. Generating and verifying such models is a complex and time-consuming process that demands high-performance instrumentation in conjunction with sophisticated software defined measurements.
The aim of this special issue is to bring forward recent developments on signal processing methods for data converters. It includes design, analysis, and implementation of enhancement algorithms as well as signal processing aspects of new converter topologies and sampling strategies. Further, it includes design, analysis, and implementation of software defined measurements for characterization and modeling of data converters.
Topics of interest include (but are not limited to):
• Analysis, design, and implementation of digital algorithms for data converters 
Diversity is a powerful technique to mitigate channel fading and to improve robustness to cochannel interference in a wireless network. Space-time wireless systems traditionally use multiple colocated antennas at the transmitter and receiver along with appropriate signal design (also known as space-time coding) to realize spatial diversity in the link. Typically this diversity can augment any frequency and time diversity available to the receiver. Multiple antennas also offer the ability to use spatial multiplexing to dramatically increase the data rate.
A recent development in this area aims at dispensing with the need for colocated antennas. Popularly known as the cooperative diversity technique, this uses the antennas at multiple user terminals in a network in the form of a virtual antenna array to realize spatial diversity in a distributed fashion. Such techniques create new challenges in the design of wireless systems.
The purpose of this call for papers is to address some of these challenges such as new protocols for cooperative diversity, cross-layer design, cooperative multiplexing, space-time coding for distributed antennas, cooperative channel estimation and equalization, selecting the right users for participating in a cooperative network, modulation specific issues like OFDMA and CDMA, and distributed space-time processing for sensor networks.
Papers on the following and related topics are solicited for this special issue:
• New protocols for cooperative diversity systems One of the major requirements for most applications based on wireless ad hoc and sensor networks is accurate node localization. In fact, sensed data without position information is often less useful. Due to several factors (e.g., cost, size, power), only a small fraction of nodes obtain the position information of the anchor nodes. In this case, a node has to estimate its position without a direct interaction with anchor nodes and a cooperation between nodes is needed in a multihop fashion. In some applications, none of the nodes are aware of their absolute position (anchor-free) and only relative coordinates are estimated instead.
Most works reported in the literature have studied cooperative localization with the emphasis on algorithms. However, very few works give emphasis on the localization as estimation or on the investigation of fundamental performance limits as well as on experimental activities. In particular, the fundamental performance limits of multihop and anchor-free positioning in the presence of unreliable measurements are not yet well established. The knowledge of such limits can also help in the design and comparison of new low-complexity and distributed localization algorithms. Thus, measurement campaigns in the context of cooperative localization to validate the algorithms as well as to derive statistical models are very valuable.
The goal of this special issue is to bring together contributions from signal processing, communications and related communities, with particular focus on signal processing, new algorithm design methodologies, and fundamental limitations of cooperative localization systems. Papers on the following and related topics are solicited:
• anchor-based and anchor-free distributed and cooperative localization algorithms that can cope with unreliable range measurements • derivation of fundamental limits in multihop and anchor-free localization scenarios
• new localization algorithms design methodologies based, for example, on statistical inference and factor graphs • low-complexity and energy-efficient distributed localization algorithms • distributed ranging and time synchronization techniques • measurement campaigns and statistical channel modeling • algorithm convergence issues • UWB systems • localization through multiple-antenna systems • experimental results
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Scope
In recent years there has been a tremendous increase in demand for multimedia delivered over wireless networks. The design and capabilities of the mobile devices and the services being offered reflect the increase in multimedia usage in the wireless setting. Applications that are in the process of becoming essential to users include video telephony, gaming, or TV broadcasting. This trend creates great opportunities for identifying new wireless multimedia applications, and for developing advanced systems and algorithms to support these applications. Given the nature of the channel and of the mobile devices, issues such as scalability, error resiliency, and energy efficiency are of great importance in applications involving multimedia transmission over wireless networks.
The papers in this issue will focus on state-of-the-art research on all aspects of wireless multimedia communications. Papers showing significant contributions are solicited on topics including but are not limited to:
• Error resilience and error concealment algorithms 
Call for Papers
Humans are a basic entity in most videos. Lately, there has been increased interest in devising automated video analysis algorithms that aim to extract, efficiently describe, and organize information regarding the state or state transition of individuals (identity, emotional state, activity, position and pose, etc), interactions between individuals (dialogue, gestures, engagement into collaborative or competitive activities like sports), physical characteristics of humans (anthropometric characteristics, 3D head/body models), and so forth. Such information can be utilized in a multitude of important applications that include, but are not limited to:
• Human computer interaction, ubiquitous computing The regular technical program will run for three days along with an exhibition of signal processing and information sciences products. In addition, tutorial sessions will be held on the first day of the symposium. Presentations will be given in the following topics:
